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BREAKING:

MRFF VICTORIES FRIGHTEN
GOP INTO INTRODUCING BILL

ALLOWING DoD TRADEMARKS TO BE
COMBINED WITH RELIGIOUS INSIGNIA

U.S. Congress House of Representatives
Introduced GOP H.R. 5657 on January 17, 2020:

H.R. 5657 To direct the Secretary of Defense to revise and update
the Department of Defense regulations to allow trademarks

owned or controlled by the Department of Defense to be
combined with religious insignia on commercial identification
tags (commonly known as "dog tags") and to be sold by lawful

trademark licensees, and for other purposes.

Click to Read Bill on Congress.gov

FIRST LIBERTY
TAKES LIBERTIES
WITH THE TRUTH

MRFF OP-ED ON
DAILY KOS AND MEDIUM

FIRST LIBERTY TAKES LIBERTIES WITH THE TRUTH

By: MRFF Advisory Board Member Mike Farrell

Monday, January 20, 2020

According to Wikipedia, the First Liberty Institute is a nonprofit legal organization
based in Plano, Texas. “Supporters describe the organization as focused on
religious freedom and the First Amendment and on providing assistance to
individuals and organizations ‘in legal battles over religious freedom and first-
amendment issues’. Critics generally describe it as a Christian-right and/or
Religious-right advocacy organization with a strong anti-LGBT agenda.”

I’ll let you decide.

First Liberty, in an opinion piece, recently described the Military Religious
Freedom Foundation (MRFF) as an “anti-faith group” and those associated with it
as “anti-faith activists.” Neither is true.

First Liberty made that claim in condemning the MRFF for pointing out that their
client, Shields of Strength, had unlawfully used the official emblem of the U.S.
Marines and other branches of our military together with Christian Bible passages
on their dog-tag facsimile. Shields of Strength did so in violation of the agreement they
had made that specifically prohibited the use of official military emblems on items that
promote a religion. As they know, Department of Defense regulations specifically
say “DoD marks may not be licensed for use in a manner that creates a perception
of DoD endorsement of any non-federal entity or its products and services. DoD
marks may not be licensed for any purpose intended to promote ideological
movements, sociopolitical change, religious beliefs (including non-belief), specific
interpretations of morality, or legislative/statutory change.”

[...]

Rather than acknowledge that its client was violating its agreement and advising it to
cease marketing dog-tags that suggest government endorsement by the Army and Air
Force, First Liberty chose instead to attack and defame the MRFF for protecting
the separation of church and state.
One might think that an odd choice for an organization that proclaims itself as
dedicated to religious freedom. One might assume it is more an organization dedicated
to the freedom of Christians to do as they choose, including ignoring the law.

[...]

The MRFF’s mission is a very simple one: protecting the right of the women and
men in our military to their freedom of religious or non-religious choice, a freedom
guaranteed them by the U.S. Constitution and our country’s commitment to the
separation of church and state.

[...]

Click to read on Daily Kos

Click to read on Medium

WORLDNETDAILY
COVERS MRFF

Marine Corps censoring Christian message on
complaint of anti-faith group

By: WND Staff

Saturday, January 18, 2020

(Excerpts from WND/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

The Marine Corps' censorship of a private company's decorative "dog tags" with
Bible verses is unconstitutional, warns a legal group threatening a lawsuit.

First Liberty Institute issued the warning in a letter to the Marines' trademark licensing
office after it demanded that the company Shields of Strength stop creating the
tags for which it is licensed.

"Your directive that SoS remove all Biblical references from its Marine Corps-licensed
products is unconstitutional and violates [the federal Religious Freedom Restoration
Act law], said the letter to Jessica O'Haver, the director of the Marines' trademark
office.

"Likewise, your directive on June 26, 2017, that purported to prohibit 'controversial
passages that may offend some' is unconstitutional," First Liberty said.

"SoS does not relinquish its First Amendment rights by virtue of its status as a
license-holder. Indeed, any requirement that SoS subject itself to such censorship
as a condition to receiving a license would itself be an unconstitutional condition."

First Liberty noted SoS had been producing its products for decades. But the USMC
received a complaint from the Military Religious Freedom Foundation, and it
ordered a halt to the products.

[...]

Click to read Article

CLICK TO READ RECENT COVERAGE OF THE BIBLE VERSE DOG TAGS

CLICK TO READ PAST COVERAGE OF THE BIBLE VERSE DOG TAGS

"Here's Some 'Info' For Mikey"
Asshole, 
 
It’s a FREE country, to PRACTICE one’s (or NONE) religion WHEREVER.
 
The ‘Establishment’ clause does NOT abrogate this right.
 
Go FUCK YOURSELF
 
(name withheld) USAF

Click to read response from MRFF Founder and President Mikey Weinstein

"AGAIN, I would love to PISS on YOUR WORTHLESS
CARCASS.You…. BRAINDEAD,MENTAL PYGMY."

(name withheld)

Click to read response from MRFF Founder and President Mikey Weinstein

"Mikey, you are a disgrace."
For you to take away the right of the servicemembers who wear religious dog
tags is disgraceful and shameful. Your movement helps nobody. Anybody
affiliated with any religion should be able to wear a dog tag with any
scripture if it makes them feel comfortable or inspired. The same is true for
anyone who chooses not to wear one. You have done no one any justice by
limiting these peoples freedoms.
You should be ashamed but I can tell by the type of person you are that you
don’t care and you feel you are fighting for a worthy cause.

You Mikey are a deprived & sad soul.

(name withheld)

Click to read responses from MRFF Founder and President Mikey Weinstein
and Board Member John Compere

"Verses"
If you denied Marines that on their dog tags, you are messed up. Smh Sfi to
Them. Neller & Mattis must have started sniveling, again.

(name withheld)

Click to read response from MRFF Board Member John Compere
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